
MOUNTAIN DEW CASE

Mountain dew the magnificent cash cow PepsiCo was invented in and was taken over by Pepsi Co in It is a yellow-green
drink.

My day would not be bright without my Mt Dew, it's liquid gold in a can. Therefore, their power of bargaining
is relatively less. However, their concentration on extreme sports campaign is overexposed since they have
been relying on the same concept of adventurous, active, youthful and cool for long and other competitors like
7up, Sprite and Surge are also embarking on similar idea in communicating the psychographic imagery of
adventurous, active, youthful and free spirited. We would suggest the company to release new drink which is
good for health with a combination of fruit juice and dates as an energy drink. This simply means that they are
losing out market share to their main competitor Coca Cola and particularly among the upscale suburbs and
down scale urban communities. The creative should bring out the Product benefits viz: Energizing,
Quenching, and great taste, Emotional benefits viz. The combination of extreme sports and latest music genre
such as Hip-hop, Rap, and Rock and Techno music did the job for Mountain Dew. Yes, this product may be a
small bit cheaper elsewhere but elsewhere is not near convenient as Walmart The employees are friendly and
helpful. Media endorsement The genre of music Rap and hip -Sponsor the rap programs in Sponsor the best
rappers in the world hop gangster TV like Yo! Popular or pop music is largely vocal and appeals to a large,
mainly young audience. Prevent a bad decision from being made that could potentially jeopardize the entire
company in the long run 1,3,4,5. They partnered with influential celebrities as this personality or Idol has the
influential to the youth culture. Exhiliration and suiting to an irreverent, daring and fun personality BBDO
came up with a set of 5 creatives from which 3 are to be short listed They are:- 1. In order to avoid channel
conflicts exclusivity funds are given to the customer. Techno music began making significant inroads into
American youth culture. Recent finding shows a detail survey of market penetration across America which
puts Mountain Dew on the 4 th position with a market share of 7. Vinyl Record sales increased by  Mountain
Dew should reduce the amount of plastic used in its beverage containers, which has significantly decreased the
amount of waste sent to landfills. However, both Pepsi and BBDO felt that the current campaign has become
more or less saturated and predictable. One of the best advertising agencies in the world and is committed to
PepsiCo 3,5,6. Sales picked up since and in PepsiCo acquired the Mountain Dew.


